Understand your employees with Artificial Intelligence
About StatusToday
StatusToday is the world’s first employee insights platform that
helps companies boost employee wellness and transform
workplace productivity. It is a one-stop analytics platform with a
continuous data driven feedback loop between managers and
employees.

Employee Wellness:
Overworking Signals

Workplace Productivity:
Communication Trends

Org Behavior:
Typical Day

The problem StatusToday addresses
Successful companies must understand their employees in order
to maximize their productivity. AI-driven insights provide
invaluable objective information to managers, without the need
for tedious and subjective surveys, endless evaluation meetings,
and rough estimations of employee engagement. StatusToday,
incorporating the latest findings in human and organizational
psychology, addresses three main areas:
a) Employee Wellness: integral to preventing burnout
b) Workplace Productivity: empowering maximization of
collaboration and communication efficiency
c) Org Behavior: auditing team activity in real-time to ensure
compliance and gain a comprehensive understanding of
group processes
How it works
Patent-pending Artificial Intelligence in StatusToday analyzes
metadata to compare companies and creates actionable insights
without extensive monitoring. You can understand how your
employee behavior compares to others in your industry, their
email responsiveness or if they are overworked outside office
hours. This eliminates the need for endless feedback surveys,
inefficient meetings and expensive consultancies.
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Systems StatusToday supports

Employee Wellness

Workplace Productivity

Org Behavior

StatusToday provides data
related to employee wellbeing
including email overload,
overworking signals, and focus
hours.

Communication and
collaboration are an integral
part of every organization.
Therefore, understanding these
processes and maximizing their
efficiency is invaluable.

Using Artificial Intelligence, the
platform produces insights such
as work outside of regular office
hours, late-night email
correspondence, and number of
hours without digital activity –
indicating employee
“mindfulness” – time essential
to completing individual work.
With these insights, managers
can improve overall employee
experience, bolstering individual
productivity and preventing
burnout.

StatusToday empowers
managers to analyze company
communication and
collaboration efficiency,
including average response
times, company reach, and
external and internal “email
noise” – commonly recognized
as spam. With these insights
managers can target specific
areas for improvement so their
teams can reach their full
productive potential.

StatusToday automatically
provides access to a centralized
audit log of digital activity across
company systems. This
information, presented in the
live dashboard as searchable
history, is integral to staying on
top of compliance regulations
and for any reporting
obligations.
Beyond this, the platform draws
useful insights relevant to the
org behavior of the company
including: employee lifecycle –
from the time of onboarding
“joiners” to off-boarding
“leavers”, as well as the average
days of different teams within
the company.

StatusToday has over 140 companies from 33 countries with live data.
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